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one episode where the master of the “X” truly
knew about the “X” rule. The actual cast of X-
Men and its characters were so diverse that
not even the most dedicated comic book fan
could miss this scene out. The “X” rule was
brought up in an episode that took place in

the 80’s era of American television. This was
the show about the X-Men where they played
superheroes in the 80’s. In the episode “The
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Man With The Screaming Brain”, the character
is talking about how X-Men is free of any

government control. In his summary of X-Men,
he mentions how they use a natural gas-

powered aircraft called “The Jean Grey Jet” for
fast transportation. They use the Jean Grey Jet
for carrying passengers. To break this rule, the

X-Men would like to stop being “X-Men”. On
this day, the Jean Grey Jet would be used to fly

across the ocean and fight against the
“Kraven’s Last Hunt”. A team of superheroes
is organized to fight against the supervillains.

However, a mutant senator called Senator
Kelly would want to punish the superhero X-

Men. On this day, Senator Kelly’s team of
government spies were captured and taken to

his estate to interrogate them. So Senator
Kelly was about to interrogate the superhero X-

Men. Senator Kelly would start “stating”
something that he had done for his country.

Unfortunately, he had never mentioned this to
his assistants. On this day, Senator Kelly

would not mention anything that he did for his
country. So here comes a scene that the
comic book fans could recognize. Senator
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Kelly is getting up to leave. He goes up to the
two X-Men to say “Godspeed” to the team.

Then, he would say “Godspeed, you mutants!”
Then the camera comes
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